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CPD submissions to FASEA reveal industry’s low bar

Matthew Smith October 16, 2018

Less than 0.6 per cent of the time spent on study a year to earn a bachelor’s degree in �nancial planning should be enough to “maintain

and extend” an adviser’s professional capabilities, a handful of professional bodies and associations have argued.

That was the �nding of an analysis of submissions to FASEA relating to CPD.

The Portfolio Construction Forum’s analysis has drawn on the submissions of 10 professional bodies and associations – including its

own – to the Financial Adviser Standards and Ethics Authority and found that 50 hours of CPD is the upper end of what these

stakeholders say should be required.

The Stockbrokers and Financial Advisers Association and the Deakin Business School have recommended advisers complete 20 hours

of CPD a year, the analysis, led by the Portfolio Construction Forum’s principal for member education, Todd Walters, shows. The

Financial Planning Association suggests 30 hours is enough; meanwhile FINSIA and the Portfolio Construction Forum are advocating

for 50 hours of CPD annually.
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Click here to view the Portfolio construction Forum CPD Stakeholder Comparison Matrix.

The analysis was conducted because FASEA did not make the submissions public; Walters said he collated the information from

individual submissions. FASEA completed the consultation process for its education pathways guidelines in September and is expected

to �nalise its education framework shortly.

Walters said a key point of difference between the Portfolio Construction Forum’s submission and others was its recommendation for a

minimum of 50 hours of CPD a year.

“We believe that in order to meet FASEA’s de�nition to ‘maintain and extend’ a �nancial adviser’s professional capabilities, there’s an

argument for CPD hours to be more re�ective of the volume of learning associated with a bachelor’s degree for new advisers or the

cumulative education required to achieve a graduate diploma for existing advisers,” Walters said.

Fifty hours of CPD is the equivalent of only 1.39 per cent of the 3600 hours of study required to graduate with a bachelor’s degree,

Walters noted.

“If a bachelor’s degree in �nancial planning is 3600 hours full-time study, then how many hours a year should a graduate need to do to

maintain and extend upon their professional capabilities, knowledge and skills relevant to their professional practice?,” Walters asks.

“And for existing �nancial advisers/planners, how many CPD hours ought they do to maintain and extend their cumulative knowledge

and skills at the graduate diploma level?”

Knowing exactly how many hours of study individuals should do to maintain and extend their professional capabilities isn’t a precise

science, Walters admits. His analysis has taken him across various industries and professions – a snapshot of hours of study for

different professions is outlined below.

 AQF Levels and Volume of Learning (includes pathways into and from quali�cations)

CPD, FASEA

Smith is head of content and managing editor of

Professional Planner and Investment Magazine.
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